Special handling 1955 dry-prints (now Scott Nos. QE1b - 10¢, QE2b – 15¢ & QE3b - 20¢), cannot
be reliably separated from wet-prints solely by face color, nor the "embossed" look on the gum
side of dry-prints. Mint dry-printed stamps are fairly easily identified by distinctive gum
characteristics – white, even, matte finish gum, and not the yellowish, glassy appearance of wetprint gum. But for used stamps, conclusive ID is by dimensional comparison with known dryprints, where mint stamps are readily available, but which must be acquired with care, as dealers,
and especially online sellers, e.g. eBay, are generally not skilled in dry-print ID.
The 15¢ denomination is shown here, but the exact same rules hold for 10¢ and 20¢ stamps.

#QE2 1928 wet-print

1928 yellow-green wet print

#QE2a 1940+ wet-print

1940 green and later wet-print

#QE2b 1955 dry-print

1955 light green dry-print template

The template at right may be prepared from a less expensive straight-edge or hinged stamp
and is the best way to determine if a candidate stamp is a 1928 wet-print, which is almost as wide
as a dry-print, but not as tall; or a 1940 to early-1955 wet-print, which is neither as wide nor as tall
as the dry-prints. Either denomination may be used for the template – applies equally to others.
In the two figures directly above, right, note how close the “Green” face color is on the #QE2a
1940 and later period wet-prints compared with the #QE2b “Light Green” 1955 dry-prints.
One final comment on dimensional analysis: the 1928 wet-printing was on so-called “Special
Booklet Paper” with a wider horizontal measurement (36.3 mm.) than the 1940 to 1955 wetprintings (range of 35.6 to 36.1 mm.). When booklet production was moved to rotary presses in
1928, leftover paper was used for flat plate sheet stamps. The orientation reduced horizontal
shrinkage. The 1955 dry-prints on experimental low moisture-content paper are both wider (36.4
mm.), and noticeably taller (>21.75 mm.) than any of the wet-prints (range of 21.5 to 21.75 mm.).
Separately, the 25¢ stamps were all wet-printed, and are differentiated by color alone, the first
printing, “Deep-Green” (#QE4 - 1925); or the second printing, “Yellow-Green” (#QE4a - 1928).

The Special Handling 25¢ stamp major varieties, Scott types #QE4 (Deep-Green) and #QE4a
(Yellow-Green) are reliably identified by face color alone, and most easily differentiated in bright
daylight. #QE4 was printed for the introduction of the service, and all 21.0 million stamps were
printed in April, 1925.* A second printing was needed in 1928**, and 2.8 million were printed, all
in January; however, in July, new lower rates were introduced, so the 25¢ stamps were never again
needed or printed. QE4a, used, is uncommon, and rare on cover - only one has been certified.

Of the eight plates used in 1925, only Plate No. 17103 experienced transfer roll relief breaks,
resulting in four major plate varieties, all of which are constant, three of which are pictured in the
Scott’s Specialized Catalogue of U. S. Stamps & Covers, the so-called “A-T” in “STATES” and the
“T-A” in “POSTAGE” varieties. There are three minor types of the “A-T” variety – Normal,
“Broken-T” & “Dot on the T” and only one “T-A” Connected variety.

